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Since the mid-2Oth century others have broken ground in this area. I

note the following, but more emerge every year: Lukas Foss (lmprovisation

Chamber Ensemble), Leonard Bernstein (Three lmprovisations for Orchestra,
Columbia Records LP 6133, 1965), Sun Ra, Frank Zappa, Earle Brown, Alan
Silva, Doudou N'Diaye Rose, Charles Moffett, and Walter Thompson. How-
ever, there are differences between how I view our sonic future and musrcian-
ship and what these great musicians have done. Simply put, I do not draw
stylistic lines between the ensembles, communities or musicians I choose to
work with or the music I make. Conduction is constitutive in practice, rather
than prescriptive.

It has always been my desire that Conduction be an act of commu-
nion, a place where a// musicians from any background could navigate and
give of themselves in an earnest engagement of minds. I'm by no means
suggesting Conduction as an alternative to existing musical and music-edu-
catìonal methods or styles. Rather, I view Conduction as a neo-functionalist
approach to ensemble music, and as an investigation of a new social logic
that can unite and enhance existing traditions.

I see potential for Conduction. Whether embraced as a concept, a
new skill, a way of understanding, a type of collective identity, virtuoso at-
tainment, ensemble evolution, conductor as composer, as an extention of all

things musical, or an expansion of the musical canon, there is much to be
achieved. More than eve¡ Conduction is a viable supplement for music, mu-
sician, and education. I offer this as my contribution to the "extra dimension."
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Blues, Jazz and Gospel have driven North American music of the 20th century
from one end to the othet and they still do, giving birth to many offspring, re-

inventing themselves time and again. But no matter what changes, this music
continues to be a medium for individual expression and collective interaction,
with its own characteristic spirit, which is swing - or rathe¡ the essence of
swing. Born from the elements of intuition, spontaneity, propulsion/momen-

tum (a sense of continuity), combustion, ignition, interaction, transmission,
and communication, th¡s essence has been called the "extra dimension."
Conduction's main concerns lie deep in the heart of this extra dimension; in

it, musicians must think constantly on their feet, remaining continually open
to change, split-second decisions, and accomplishment.

The orchestral community has often sought this extra dimension to
rejuvenate its traditions. Yet, for all the theory and works written over the past
hundred years or so, only a handful have utilized it by bringing jazz and music
for orchestra closer, or by creating a music that can itself attain the unique
status held by each tradition distinctively.

To find common ground between orchestral notation and improvised
music, I believe one must return to musical fundamentals and identify those
elements that allow all traditions to coexist. That is, to provide an opportunity
for improvisers to improvise and for interpreters to interpret the same materi-
a/. This, to me, is what Conduction makes possible.

The most common misunderstanding about Conduction is that it is
only, or primarily, intended for the improvised music community. Although
Conduction was incubated within this community and incorporates many
of its ideas, it has grown far beyond it, to involve musicians with the most
diverse musical backgrounds and concepts - from Western instrumentation,
contemporary electronic technology and voice, to traditional ìnstrumentalists
from Africa, Asia, and the Middle East.

As musicians, we all share a common language. We may express
ourselves in different dialects, vocabularies, categories, or styles, but the lan-
guage is music. Whatever tradition it springs from, music has cerlain intrinsic
properties beyond harmony, melody, and rhythm. Although some of these
propefties may ultimately resist analysis, music will always allow musicians to
communicate from vastly differing perspectives. ls this ìnformation sufficient
to begin a new era of investigation and collaboration? I believe that the an-
swer is yes!

When I first started to work on the idea of Conduction, I was trying
to understand how to make notation more flexible, how to give it more ex-
pressive range: as a conductol I wanted to be able to modify written scores

in real time - to construct, deconstruct, and reconstruct a composttion, to

change the pattern or order of sounds, and consequently the larger form.

I also wanted to figure out how to make an orchestra as flexible as

an improvising trio - to have that kind of combustion and spontaneity and

momentum and ignition - and the lexicon of signs and gestures I was de-

veloping offered such possibilities. Here was a way I could alter or initiate

essential musical parameters like rhythm, melody, harmony, form/structure,

articulation, phrasing, and meter, within any given written work.

Then, as I established and refined the lexicon, I eliminated notation

altogether. Conduction was giving rise to new forms of collectively motivated

and organized musical expressions, allowing me to pursue the goal of con-

structing music in realtime, wìthin the intermediate space between notation

and improvisation. Over the years I have often gone back to notation, and

have utilized the Conduction Lexicon both without and with written music;

this latter practice I have called "lnduction."

What has emerged from my investigations is a procedure that not only

addresses composition from a notational or improvisational point of view, but

also one that is intimately connected to how each musician interprets the signs

and gestures through which I conduct. lt is only the instrumentalist who can

bring "meaning" to those signs and gestures, as it is only through the dialogue

within the ensemble that we can contribute to their possible evolution.

ln its present phase, Conduction is a lexicon of directives (signs and

gestures), an analogous procedure of musical representation and organization:

it is form and forum, product and practice. lt serves as a conduit for the trans-

mission of symbolic information, and it motivates musicians to render, arrange,

and construct, evolving their own vision and tradition, and participating in a de-

cision-making process in which responsibility is dispersed within the ensemble.

The future of ensemble music must evolve to include individual sen-

sibilities and the opportunity for everyone to find their expression. As a vo-

cabulary for communication, Conduction offers a new array of tools to instru-

mentalists, composers and conductors, and opens new doors, enabling us

to realize - through self-expression - our individual and collective freedoms.

For more than thirly years, Conduction has given me the privilege of

enjoying the intermediate space between notation and improvisation from

the inside, and I've acquired new skills and perspective in the process. Work-

ing with my vocabulary of visual signs, the Conduction Lexicon, has engen-

dered a deeper exploration of a manner of communicating in music, and with

music, that did not begin with me but has been here since ancient times.

lndeed, the practice of "Chironomy" - that is, hand movements - to
stimulate ensemble music, existed as far back as 1500 BC, or earlier, as dis-

cussed by Elliott Galkin in his A History of Orchestral Conducting: ln Theory

and Practice (Pendragon Press, 1989). Galkin writes: "ln its earliest applica-

tions chironomy was intended to indicate the course and characteristics of

melody through the use of specific spatial movements." ln effect, it served

as a substitute for notation, constituting the earliest known system of visual

signs to shape musical direction.
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U p beat

Ð

An upward stroke of the right hand (baton)

To prepare to activate a directive or multiple directives

Given after a preparatory directive, the upbeat precedes and anticipates the

downbeat as one complete movement.

When deemed useful, instrumentalists may, in the act of the upbeat use all

forms of anacrusis, appoggiatura, acciaccatura, pick up, roll off, Iead-in or
grace notes at their discretion.

G"iiirriri, 
Ìii, rLr iL ì

Down beat

ÐÐ Ð

b ð

A downward stroke of the right hand (baton)

To activate a preparatory directive

All preceding directives are superseded by subsequent directives; the down-

beat closes the current directive and opens the new one.

The downbeat is given with a larger gesture than all preparatory information

for the purpose of indicating uniformity, clarity and precision.

The downbeat may also be given with the left hand, or with both hands.

For additional kinds of downbeats for activating preparatory directives, see

Directive Endings, Evolutionary Transformations and the section, Types of
Downbeats.

b

Cesture

nlficatlon

Cesture

S SLgnLfication

Ex Lanatlon

Su Lementa Note

Nota bene

ExpLanatLon

SuppLementarg Note

Nota bene
The upbeat may also be given with the left hand, or with both hands.
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YLe Ld

Left hand, palm facing instrumentalists, fingers extended upward

Pay attention; stand by. To prepare instrumentalists to receive a forthcoming

directive for imminent interpretation and execution. lndicates that a change

or alteration will occur.

The "Yield" sign is given prior to initiating rhythmic or graphic instruction (see,

for instance, "Rhythm-lnitiating"), or when multiple directives are distributed,

in order to give instrumentalists ample time to recognize, understand, and

interpret forthcoming preparatory directives.

lf the instrumentalist is contributing at the moment the "Yield" sign is given,

she/he should continue her/his contribution while paying strict attention to
the directive that follows "Yìeld," then execute that directive upon a downbeat.

After giving the "Yield" sign, the conductor may want to give rhythmic or
graphic instruction several times before giving the downbeat for execution.

The "Yield" sign may also be given with the left hand palm facing the conductor.

Pe d estrla n

ð b

Slgn Cesture A wave of the left hand, as if to beckon, come in, addressed to the instru-

mentalist being asked to act as a "Pedestrian."

The Pedestrian's primary concern is to contribute to the overall integrity of

the construction in progress and to find or create situations for elaboration

and development.

The Pedestrian influences the sonic environment of the ensemble by establi-

shing new relationships or nurturing already existing ones and building within

them; she/he qualifies and/or quantifies ensemble information or introduces

new information into the ensemble. To enhance, influence, and foster deve-

lopment; to orchestrate, score, and arrange; to contnbute overall.

Response to this directive is at the discretion of the instrumentalist; no down-

beat is given. The Pedestrian is temporarily free of all ensemble directives

and resumes herlhis place in the ensemble only when specifically addressed

a new directive.

The Pedestrian is asked to affect the musrc of the ensemble, and this can be

done in numerous ways that the Pedestrian must explore on his/her own. lt is

not necessary that she/he takes the ensemble over or is even heard outside

of herlhis immediate space. A feature by the Pedestrian may be arrived at,

but never assumed.

S nLficatLon

Exp[anatlon

SlqnLficatlon

Explanatlon

Su [ementa Note

Nota bene 1

Nota bene 2

Su lementa Note

Nota bene

co
Lr)

,, Yi.eld
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ALL Sto p/Cut OfF DLscr etlonðrU EndLng

bb a

Crossed arms at upper chest, palms facing outward toward ensemble, fol-

lowed by uncrossing of arms, left to left side, and right to right side, ending

at waist height.

lndicates that contributions will stop at the moment this directive is given

When the conductor's arms are crossed in the "Stop" position, all instru-

mentalists prepare to bring their contribution to an end; when the conductor

uncrosses arms, they stop therr contribution. The directive may be interpre-

ted as immediate or gradual, depending on the speed or slowness - i.e., the

intensity - of the sign/gesture given by the conductor.

The directive may be given with a smaller gesture to indicate groups, sections

or individuals ("Cut Off"); groups, sections or individuals may also be indica-

ted to stop their contribution by a horizontal movement of the right or left arm.

When a new preparatory directive is given just prior to the "All Stop/Cut Off,"

this may also be used as a downbeat to stop the current contribution and begin

the new one simultaneously.

Similarly, the "All Stop/Cut Off" directive may act as a downbeat indicating that

designated groups, sections, parts of the ensemble, or ìndividuals execute a

new directive, and simultaneously ìndicate that other instrumentalists stop their

contribution.

Slgn/Cesture

SLqnLficatlon

Left hand, palm facing the designated instrumentalist(s) at left shoulder to
face level, closing hand to fist as it moves downward to hip height.

To bring contributions to an end at the instrumentalists' discretion

nLficatLon

ExptanatLon

Su mentð Note

Nota bene
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6esture

ntficati.on

Nota bene

Palm(s) raised face up for louder dynamics; palm(s) lowered face down for
softer dynamics.

To implement real-time change in dynamics - i.e., energy, volume, balance/
equilibrium, power, force, tension/intensity - from fortissimo to pianissimo.
Executed without a downbeat, response is immediate.

The directive may be given with either hand or both hands.

SLgnifi"catLon

Left hand, clenched fist in chest areafor foftissimo; index finger to lips for
pianissimo.

Executed with a downbeat.

To implement change rn dynamics (ff-pp) relaled to a forthcomìng directive.
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SLqnlficatlon

Left hand touching throat.

Executed with or without a downbeat

lndicates that the instrumentalist is to contribute at the lowest possible volu-
me, and that herlhis contribution should be expressed surreptitiously, as in
ghost notes.

The directive may also be indicated by pointing the left index finger to the throat

More nuanced dynamics can be reached through the directive "Tension,"

which may be particulady suited to conductors and ensembles with a well-

established collaboration.

Both hands in fists on chest, with elbows separating to the left and right.

To produce or amplify tension/intensity or exaggeration

As the conductor pulls his/her fists left and right, the instrumentalist "exerts,"

intensity but not volume; with the return of the fists to the chest, intensity is

released. Response is immediate, no downbeat is given.

Cesture

SLqnLfi.catLonNota bene

ExplanatLon

DqlaltLcsc . Ion¡l¡clLon DLrectives €
,Whisper

o\t, Ionductlo¡ Directlves .o i-lrll'''r''r'', 
Nuanced usages: Tenslon
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Si.gni.ficatlon

[anatLon

Supp[ementarq Note

Nota bene

Left hand, palm up, arm extended, approximately waist high

Followed by a downbeat.

continuous sustained sound/pitch, at the discretion of the instrumentalist.

The sign for "Sustain" is given, followed by a downbeat, to commence conti-
nuous sound/pitch. The sound/pitch may be changed each time a downbeat
is given, and is always at the discretion of the individual.

It is suggested that as soon as instrumentalists hear how their sound fits into
the ensemble sound, they immediately figure out what sound should follow
to facilitate the best possible progression.

This directive may also be given to prolong individual sounds/pitches in notation

Slgnlficatron

Left hand, palm down, arm extended. Moving in the general area from lower-

waist to eye level for proximity of relative pitches - lower waist to eye level

indicating a sonic range from low to high.

Followed by a downbeat

Continuous sustained sound/pitch, relative to the position in space of the

left hand.

The sign for "Pitched Sustain" is given, followed by a downbeat, to commence

continuous sustained sound/pitch.

The sound/pitch may be changed each time a downbeat is given, according

to the conductor's lowering or raising of the left hand.

nat[on

tl ( ttitilLtiiiitrt i.i,ri,i,L,ri,: Ñ /tilrr ui¡iLll -rJ 
Io¡riLrrtlr¡ D ri¡rtivcs R i {r ii a ii;l Ì I frrì, Di.scretionarg Sustain ' Pitched Sustain
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n/Cesture

nlficatLon

[anatLon

Lementarq Note

Elbows spread, to the left and right, parallel to the floor with palms facing
mid-chest area, moving upward and outward toward the ensemble.

A melodic intention/description, to be interpreted in realtime

After the sign for "Melodic Movement" is given, the conductor transmits -
by way of gesture - suggestions of a possible melodic arc. The conductor
uses this directive to arrange melodic sequences by phrase. The instru-
mentalist is at liberty to interpret the conductor's expressions of melody;
utilizing rests and silence whenever appropriate, she/he casts melodic ide-
as, interpretations, afticulations, and accounts based on the conductor,s
real-time gestural descriptions. The first movement of the baton/hands fol-
lowing the designation of "Melodic Movement" acts as a downbeat for the
activation of the directive.

All information should be executed in a space, time, and tempo that can be
articulated clearly.

Cesture Right hand or baton held vertically, parallelto the body, above the right shoul-

der, producing shorl strokes.

Given as a small preliminary instruction, this indicates that the following

sounds/pitches are to be articulated as short staccato.

To be followed by larger gestures (short strokes) with the right hand or baton,

chest to waist high, which also satisfy a downbeat requirement.

The sound/pitch is to be changed each time a downbeat is given, following

the arc of the hand or baton in space. The lower the hand (baton), the lower

the pitch of the instrument; the higher the hand (baton), the higher the pitch

of the instrument.

"Staccato" may also be indicated by the left hand in vertical position, from

chest to waist height, fingers extended toward the ensemble, while a down-

beat is given with the baton (right hand).

SLgnlficatLon

Explanation

Nota bene

s' : ,r'ilr.'i'', Þ: /\r lri I rl¡1i¡it ll 
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CLlssando
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Cesture Left hand, palm facing down, chest high, creating a waverike motion (= )

Executed with or without a downbeat.

A gliding/sliding effect by tying ail sounds/pitches together,
nlficatlon
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Repeat

Si.gn

nLficatron

Exp[anation

Nota bene

Left hand forming the letter,'U.,,

Followed by a downbeat.

To create, emulate, echo, imitate, or foilow information/content, if not ver-
batim then by contou¡ ouiline, gesture or rhythmic graft, texture, timbre,
and dynamic.

There are five circumstances in which this sign is used:

1. Create/Construct:

lf the instrumentalist is not playing when the ,,Repeat', 
sign is given, she/he

must construct content - be it sonic, melodic, rhythmic, or any combina_
tion thereof, and for any given duration - that is then repeated and estab_
lished into the immediate collective sonic constructive order (i.e., ',create
somethíng that repeats,,).

when constructing a Repeat, the instrumentalist is advised to take all the
time needed to do so, and to remember that the use of rests may be in_
corporated into the construction. Each instrumentalist determines the
beginning (the "one',) of their repeated information.

This directive may also be given with (time_based) pulse_tempo (i.e., ,,repeat

in this tempo", or "repeat in time") in which case it is suggested that any
time-based repeated content be represented as rhythm (rather than beat).

Nota bene

Su Lementar Note

(appLles to alL "Repeats"

except
"shadow/Pu rsue/Foltow")

lìt'rl i:,r tç,
co

il LonrlLrctLon DLrectL,res 3
Repeat

2. lmitate/Emulate:

lf there is information to be rmitated/emulated from any source, the "Re-

peat" sign may be given to the instrumentalist with the left hand, while the

informaiion to be imitated/emulated will be identified by the conductor
either by pointing with the right hand in the direction of the source (i.e.,"re-

peat that") or through a gestural emulation of that sound.

3. Echo/Reproduce:

lf an instrumentalist is playing, and the desire is to repeat/capture previ-

ously played information from that same instrumentalist, she/he is given

the "Repeat" sign and then pointed to. The act of pointing satisfies the

downbeat requirement for that same information to be echoed or repro-

duced (i.e., "repeat what you just played").

4. Shadow/Pursue/Follow:

lf there is information of a continuous nature (neither repeated nor re-

curring), that information can be "shadowed," "followed," or "pursued"

(as close as possible to the source contribution), in that the pursuer is
given the "Repeat" sign and the source contrìbution is ìdentified by the
conductor by pointing with the right or left hand in the direction of the
sound to be shadowed.

The instrumentalist being shadowed (possibly a Pedestrian) is at liberty to
lead herlhis pursue(s) in any direction.

5. Copy/Replicate:

lf there is an ensemble pattern (phrase, passage, or structure) that has

been established, the "Repeat" sign may be given to indicate that this is
the pattern to be replicated. The "Repeat" sign is shown for the duration

of the pattern, or for as long as is needed to establish the pattern. The

conductor may "trace" the pattern, by way of gesture, to demonstrate the

rhythm of the movement, and give a downbeat to establish order.

Each instrumentalist can repeat (only)what they have processed from what

they hear, have heard and understood from the proceedings and its direction.

Nevertheless, when executing a Repeat (i.e.,"Create/Construct" or "lmitate/

Emulate") instrumentalists should attempt to capture the very essence of the

sound that is repeated, from timbre and texture to arc and duration, sonic

range and dynamics, to silences and rhythm, as it applies to their own in-

strument.

Once any (repeated) information is established, the instrumentalist is at liberty

to elaborate/embellish it independently, while maintaining the integrity of her/

his initial contribution and never losing sight of her/his original idea.
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Ca ptu re - Co ntLn u e

Left hand forming the letter "c," chest high; right hand designating the con-
tent to be captured.

lndicates that the instrumentalist is to capture the current content and to
continue along these lines of investigation and discovery.

when the "capture-continue" sign is given, the instrumentalist assesses
what she/he is contributing and pursues and procures this (new) musical
direction. No downbeat is given.

"capture-continue" differs from the "Repeat" sign in that it applies to a con-
tribution that is already in a transformational state and remains so until a new
directive is given.

"capture-continue" can also be addressed to designated groups, sections, or
parts of the ensemble.

SignlficatLon

Exp[anation

Suppl"eme ntarg Note

Nota bene

. e [¡rCuctLon L]Lr ectL'ies õ Repeats
'Capture-Continue . Memoru

! t',. Lirrli¡itLcr l-.eriiml

MemorU

s
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Cesture/Slgn

Slgni.fi,cat[on

Ex Lanatlon

SuppLementarg Note

Left hand numerical designation to forehead, followed by the display of the

same numerical designation with finge(s) pointing upward and palm facing

instrumentalists, head high.

"Memory One:" one (index) finger; "Memory TWo:" two (index and middle)

fingers, etc.

Followed by a downbeat.

For the recall and the return to designated information.

Whatever the instrumentalist is contributing when the "Memory" designa-

tion is given, is what she/he recalls (and returns to) when that designation

is repeated.

Any information designated and assigned as "Memory" is available for recall

and re-evaluation at any time. The precision of "Memory" lies in the detail of

remembering and returning to the exact point and moment of designation.

an
e f o¡dLrclLon DLreilLves co Repeats
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Tempo Deslgnatlon
(PuLse-Temp o/ Meter)

RhUthm (lnLtLatLng)

(ùD

bðba

Cesture

Slgnlfication

ExplanatLon

Supp[ementarg Note

Right hand or baton, facing right to left (perpendicular to the body) close to
the chest area, beats desired pulse.

Followed by a downbeat with the left hand.

To establish a pulse/tempo, a meter indication, or a meter modification

The pace of the tempo is indicated with the right hand as 1, 1, 1, i in even
beats (none stronger than the other unless desired). The left hand may ac-
cent "1" when making a distinction between 2,3, 4, elc.

To indicate meter (measure): while the right hand marks time, the left hand
indicates the beginning of the meter (or measure) with a stronger downbeat
(accent/stress).

ln all cases, this directive should be understood as constructing rhythm within
the designated tempo,

Cesture Right armlhand close to the body, waist high, taps and shapes the intended

rhythmic gesture. Preceded by the "Yield" sign and followed by a downbeat.

To imply, initiate, define, or clarify rhythmic information or pattern

To define a new rhythm to be performed by designated instrumentalists, the

conductor demonstrates it through rhythmic gesticulation with the right hand;

to clarify an existing rhythm, the conductor emulates it with the right hand

while pointing with the left hand in the dìrection of the rhythm to be imitated.

ln both cases, the right hand (baton) repeatedly taps and shapes (in mìd air)

the intended rhythmic gesture as preparatory information, while the left hand

marks "1" or the beginning of the rhythm to be played.

When interpreting "Rhythm," each instrumentalist is at liberty to choose herl
his own pitches.

"Rhythm" may also be given with the left hand, or with both hands

Si.gnLfication

Explanati.on

SuppLementa Note

Nota bene

N
I r 'i. @, Tempo Designation (Putse-Tempo/Meter)
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Pro po rtlo na L Tem polTlm e Notes to the Beat

Left hand, pdm facing the conductor, one to four fingers extended upward,

while the right hand (baton) beats the desired tempo.

Followed by a downbeat.

To indicate how the designated tempo is to be divided (one fìnger for quarter

notes, two fingers for 8th notes, three for triplets, four foll6th notes)'

D,t{

Left hand, finge(s) pointing downward toward the froo¡ parm facing the con-
ductor, waist to chest high, indicating:

f . index finger: SLOW (tempo);
2. index and middte fingers: MEDIUM (tempo);
3. index, middle, and third fingers: FAST (tempo);
4. index, middle, third, and fourth fingers: MACH (very fast tempo).

Followed by a downbeat.

To designate a relative change of tempo

ln changing the tempo of their contribution according to the conductor,s
indications, instrumentalists respond to the directive in a way that can be
articulated clearly.

To bring information back to the original tempo and content, the ,,Reconstruct,,

gesture (horizontar) is given (see "Deverop-Reconstruct" on p. 1 13).

Sign

SLgnLficatlon

sup

Signification

ExplanatLon

[ementa Note

co
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Ð

Spa r/Phrase Ln TLme Nota bene 1

Nota bene 2

Nota bene 3

îF

Slgn/Cesture Left hand, all fingers pointing downward toward the floor, palm facing the
conductor, waist to chest high, followed by a tempo designation.

Followed by a downbeat.

A monologue of rhythmic and melodic phrasing whose primary function is
to imply tempo. Phrases, fragments, and syncopations that represent the
flow of pulse/tempo, punctuated by pauses. To spar or bandy, as can be
articulated clearly.

when the "spar" sign is given, and the conductor establishes a tempo (ei-
ther through "Tempo Designation" or "proportional rempoÆime,,), the instru-
mentalist casts rhythmic syncopations and melodic ideas/interpretations,
employing dynamics, accents and pauses in the given tempo. The collective
result is a discourse of rhythmic counterpoint with the primary purpose and
function of propelling the ensembte.

All information is executed in a space, time, and tempo that can be articula_
ted clearly, by utilizing pauses and rests whenever appropriate, all within the
standard notation system (whole note through 64th note).

SLgnLftcati"on

ExpLanation

Supplementarg Note

' L 'ill. 
iLr r'l) ,, ,",, R I t' rlr,t l-i.i ltlltr f:'L ils,,,rRhqlitr l

' Spar/Phrase in Time o\

G',,,.i i:r Ll Liri, r l r: 1i., r

The directive can also be connected to gestural real-time descriptions the

conductor produces with the baton, as in "Graphic lnformation" (see p. 128).

ln that case, after the sign for "Spar" is shown and a tempo designation gi-

ven, the instrumentalist contributes as if scatting on her/his own instrument

by interpreting the movement of the baton as it transmits and determines

phrase/form, graphic contour, and accent.

The position of the baton indicates the sonic register on the instrument:

the lower the baton, the lower the pitch on the instrument; the higher the

baton, the higher the pitch on the instrument. When the baton stops, the

instrumentalist stops.

The directive may also be executed in connection with "Melodic Movement"

or "Panorama."

lf the conductor does not designate a tempo, the instrumentalist may establi-

sh a tempo and play phrases accordingly.
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Nuanced Usages: Downbeat
and Upbeat (lndlcatlng Tem po/
Rhgthm)

Nuanced Usages: Accent

3

Slgn

Nota bene

lhc [¡ndLrrtLo¡ Lexrcoir

ÐÐ

Downbeats Downbeats (with baton/hand) may indicate pulse, mark time/pulse, or meter;
they may also be used to indicate rhythm or correlating accents, to stress any
fragment of a rhythm or a beat that is not an upbeat.

Upbeats (with baton/hand) may indicate rhythm, pulse, or correlating accents,
to stress any fragment of a rhythm or a beat that is not a downbeat.

Upbeats

To create or move the accent placement within the current content, the

conductor can draw upon various forms of bodily expressions (a gestural

visualization, whispered singing, etc.) through which he/she indicates loca-

tion and type of accent. The following sign may also be used, with or without

a downbeat.

Left hand on right shoulder.

Moving the accent placement may also be left at the discretion of the

instrumentalist.

Tn re-TenIpo-Pllse/RlrgthilI { lrrilrr¡iLrtl LlLitLjivlr ã
' Nuanced Usages: Downbeðt ðnd Upbeðt (lndLcating Tempo/Rhqthm)

f ,.IonilrctLon DLrectLvcs E Tlnre-Tenrpo-Pulse/Rhqthrn, 
Nuanced usages: Accent
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ffi

DoubLetlme

Ð

ü

Ð

I it,, i iril li,¡i,lrtI ì i-.ilrlil

ð b

HaLftlme

Palm of the left hand facing the instrumentalist, index and middle fingers

spread and pointing to the right at mid-chest or upper waist area, then hand

turned to expose the back toward the instrumentalist, rotating downward.

Followed by a downbeat.

lndicates that the instrumentalist is to play herlhis contribution in halftime

To bring information back to the original tempo, either the "Doubletime" sign

(see opposite) or the "Reconstruct" gesture (horizontal) may be given (see

"Develop-Reconstruct" on p. 1 1 3).

ba

SLgn/Cesture

nlflcatlon

Nota bene

Back of the left hand facing the instrumentalist, index and middle fingers
spread and pointing to the right at mid-chest or upper waist area, then hand
turned to expose the palm toward the instrumentalist, rotating upward.

Followed by a downbeat.

lndicates that the instrumentalist is to play herlhis contribution in doubletime.

To bring information back to the original tempo, either the "Halftime" sign
(see opposite) or the "Reconstruct" gesture (horizontal) may be given (see
"Develop-Reconstruct" on p. 113).

n/Cesture

SlgnLficatLon

Nota bene

', (-.', t | .0rl IJLl ,,1-,,': ö I r,'r r ìi )1, 1\,,\i tilL it i,r i ir ir-.,
' Doubletime
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Acce Le rð n d o - R Lta rd a n d o

(wlth Baton)

G,,. 
ir.rrìi'r li r lii':tr:'

Acce Le rð n d o - RLta rd a n d o

(wlth Hand)

tÐ

ð b

Cesture Right hand or baton facing right to left (perpendicular to the body), close to
chest area, beating desired pulse.

To make immediate tempo modifications (faster or slower) by beating desired
tempo.

Response is immediate, no downbeat is given

The directive may be preceded by the "Accompany Me" sign as preliminary
information, indicating there will be a change of tempo.

SLgn/Cesture Left hand, palm facing instrumentalist(s), waist to mid-chest high, pushing

fon¡vard for faster, and backward for slower.

To make immediate tempo modifications (faster or slower)

Response is immediate, no downbeat is given

"Accelerando/Ritardando (with Hand)" may also be indicated by the left fist

(palm down) pointing at instrumentalist(s), waist to mid-chest high, pushing

fon¡vard for faster, and backward for slower.

SLgnificati"on SlgnLficatLon

ExpLanatLon
Lanatlon

Lementarg Note
Nota bene

i rrrì r !1 I i\,'1,t)tli1 i i,tit| t., , Accelerando-RLtardando (with Baton)
'ì 
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I

Place Ln TLm e/Free of TLme

SlgnLficatlon

Left hand on heart.

Followed by a downbeat.

lndicates that the instrumentalist is either to place her/his contribution in a
designated or discretionary time/pulse, or to take that contribution free of
time/free of pulse.

lf the instrumentalist is contributing in time/pulse when this directive is given,
she/he is to contribute the same information free of time/free of pulse upon
a downbeat.

lf the instrumentalist is contributing free of time/free of pulse when this directi-
ve is given, she/he is to contribute the same information in time/pulse upon
a downbeat.

Time/pulse may be designated by the conductor, or left to the discretion of
the instrumentalist.

To bring information back to the original state (in time or free of time), the
"Reconstruct" gesture (horizontal) may be given (see "Develop-Reconstruct"
on p. 113).

ExpLanatlon

Supplementarg Note

Nota bene

Q.ConcluctLon DLrectLves I Tempo ModLfic¿tLo¡s 
, place in Ti.me/Free of rlme
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Ð

Change Ln TonaLLt A/PLtch Change bg Octave

SlgnLftcation

I Irt: [¡r rtJirtttr)rr L.i.r.'liitrrI

TonaLiigi Prtc[r

3

SLgnLeft hand in fist, thumb pointing upward for higher sonic range; thumb poin-
ting downward for lower sonic range.

Followed by a downbeat.

To transpose, transfer or shift whatever the instrumentalist is contributing to
a higher or lower sonic range.

Depending on which sign is given, the instrumentalist "moves" what she/he
is playing up to a higher, or down to a lower pitch, tonality, or tonal center.
The extension of the change in tonality is at the instrumentalist's discretion.

Left hand, thumb pointing upward with little finger downward for higher octa-
ve; thumb pointing downward with little finger upward for lower octave.

Followed by a downbeat.

The "Change by Octave" sign indicates that whatever the instrumentalist is

contributing will be played either one octave up or down.

SLgni.ficatLon

[anatlon

<-
.tr, ¡ontJuc,Lon Drre ctLves I ìbralLtq/PLtch

Ln
h. ConiJtrttt¡rr []LrectLves 9. [hange in Tonatltg/Pltch ' [hange bU Octðve
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ffi ffi,,, fr rr..i r,rii rl

Reso Lve

Sign

H a r-m o d u Latlo n /Tr ansp osLtLo n

V

ð b

n/Cesture

Si.g n i.fì.catlon

LanatLon

Nota bene

Left hand in fist facing the ensemble, thumb pointing right, then rotating

thumb upward or downward.

To "migrate," harmodulate, transpose sonic information from one tonality to
another in realtime.

As the conductor progressively turns the thumb of the left hand up or down,
the instrumentalist "migrates," harmodulates, transposes her/his information

through a tonality, pitch, tonal center, or key to another. The first movement

of the thumb activates the directive.

The directive can be achieved by thinking of the whammy bar on a guitar or

the pitch bend on a synthesizer.

nlficati.on

Cupped left hand, all fingers and thumb touching at their tips, facing upward
in the center of the chest.

Followed by a downbeat.

To resolve a contribution to its tonic, tonal, or key center

lf the instrumentalist's contributìon is of a sustained nature, he moves to a
resolved sustain; if the instrumentalist's contribution is of a "moving line" na-

ture, he moves (transfers the content) to a final cadence, that is, to a moving

line resolution. When instrumentalists see the "Resolve" sign, they begin to
position themselves toward resolving their content.

The tonal independence of each instrumentalist will determine the ensemble's

tonal concord. Howeve¡ if (one)tonal center has been established, everyone

moves to resolve on that center.

ExpLanatLon

Supp[ementa Note

|r , tl r l' r , Res0Lve
LrriiLIitlLt

' HarmodulatLon/Transposition

Þ-O
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ð b
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As the conductor progressively turns the thumb of the left hand up or down,
the instrumentalist "migrates," harmodulates, transposes her/his information

through a tonality, pitch, tonal center, or key to another. The first movement

of the thumb activates the directive.

The directive can be achieved by thinking of the whammy bar on a guitar or

the pitch bend on a synthesizer.

nlficati.on

Cupped left hand, all fingers and thumb touching at their tips, facing upward
in the center of the chest.

Followed by a downbeat.

To resolve a contribution to its tonic, tonal, or key center

lf the instrumentalist's contributìon is of a sustained nature, he moves to a
resolved sustain; if the instrumentalist's contribution is of a "moving line" na-

ture, he moves (transfers the content) to a final cadence, that is, to a moving

line resolution. When instrumentalists see the "Resolve" sign, they begin to
position themselves toward resolving their content.

The tonal independence of each instrumentalist will determine the ensemble's

tonal concord. Howeve¡ if (one)tonal center has been established, everyone

moves to resolve on that center.

ExpLanatLon

Supp[ementa Note
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TonaL Cente r /Keg (EstabLLshtng)

Si.gn Cupped left hand, all fingers and thumb touching at their tips, facing
downward in the center of the chest, followed by the designation of the in-
strumentalist whose key the conductor wishes to move to.

lndicates what the tonal center (or key) is and where it is being established;
instrumentalists are required to contribute from this harmonic viewpoint.

Response is immediate; no downbeat is given

The directive may also be used when working in conjunction with notated
material.

Si.gnLficati.on

Explanatlon

Nota bene

@'f t-¡ririlitiitl DLrcctLvcs I Tlnallt¡/PLlch
, Tona[ [enter/Keg (Estabtishlng)
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DeveLopments
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DeveLop-Reconstruct
(Ho tLzontaL)

T

ilAll directives in the "Developments" category are processes of explaining,

unfolding, and evolving the effectiveness of the contribution at hand; working
out by degrees and revealing growth in stages.

The developmental transformation of sonic information/content is based on

the nature and signification of the directive to which it is applied, on the way
this is musically interpreted by instrumentalists, and on instrumentalists'con-
ception of development.

The time taken to transform the information is at the discretion of each instru-

mentalist; the use of rests and silence of any duration is highly encouraged in

all stages of development. The process of transformation should in any case
unfold and evolve slowly in time.

All directives in the "Developments" category are transitory; they involve ela-

boration, disclosure, embellishment, adornment, manipulation, augmenta-
tion, or diminishment of subject, theme, form, or structure. Through them,
instrumentalists bring individual meaning to the context of the directive at
hand, elevating and evolving it within the ensemble sound.

<-+ ({fr
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a

Hands palm-to-palm facing Ieft and right, chest level, separating left and right

for "Develop," and returning to the together position for "Reconstruct."
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Deve[op_Reconstrurt(Horizontat)
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Si.q nLficatlon

ExpLanatlon

Supptementarg Note

Nota bene 1

Nota bene 2

s

i
']ftl:

DeveLo p- Reco nstru ct (Ve rtlca L)
The exploration, elaboration, exploitation, and subsequent reconstruction of
existing information. To construct, deconstruct, develop, and reconstruct-re-
trieve specific (designated) content.

Palms together designates the information/content to be developed, as per-

ceived and conceived by the instrumentalist; the separation of the hands
("Develop") acts as a downbeat to begin the developmental process, while
the rejoining of the hands ("Reconstruct") acts as a downbeat for returning to
the initial information. whatever the instrumentalist is contributing when the
"Develop" gesture is given (for example, a sustained or a staccato sound, a
repeat, a pedal, or silence) is exactly what he returns to when the ,,Recon-

struct" gesture is given.

The "Develop" gesture indicates that the instrumentalist is at liberly to explore
the information/content that she/he is contributing at the time the directive is
given, but should never lose sight of the original idea.

The degree of development may be seen as determined in stages by the
expansion/contraction of the space between the hands.

The gesture for "Reconstruct" may also serve as a downbeat to bring infor-
mation back to the original tempo (see "Proportional Tempo/Time,,, ',Double-
time," "Halftime," "Place in Time/Free of Time").

lf during the developmental process the conductor shows a new directive

- for instance, "Repeat-Create/Construct" or "Memory" - the subsequent
gesture for "Reconstruct" acts as a downbeat to activate the new directive.
Furthermore, if the new directive is given to groups, sections, or parls of the
ensemble only, the gesture for "Reconstruct" acts as a downbeat to activa-
te the new directive for those designated instrumentalists, while instructing
every other instrumentalist to reconstruct their initial information.

I

t

a b

Hands palm-to-palm, facing upward and downward at chest level, spreading

upward for "Develop" and downward for "Reconstruct."
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, DeveLop-Reconstruct (Verticat)
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SLgnLficatLon

ExpLanatlon

SuppLementarg Note

\o

Ð

To maintain the rhythmic idea (subject, theme, motif, or direction) of one,s
own contribution, while altering the harmonic/melodic/pitch content.

Palms together designates the information/content to be developed, as per-
ceived and conceived by the instrumentalist; the separation of the hands
("Develop") acts as a downbeat to begin the developmental process, while
the rejoining of the hands ("Reconstruct") acts as a downbeat for returning to
the initial information, whatever the instrumentalist is contributing when the
"Develop" gesture for harmonic/melodic development is given is exactly what
she/he returns to when the "Reconstruct" gesture is given.

The degree of development may be seen as determined in stages by the
expansion/contraction of the space between the hands.

#',,,'i 
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Cesture

Si.qni.ficatLon

Hands spread left and right pointing fonvard and closing to touch, index fin-

ger of rìght hand touching palm of left hand.

To condense a contribution/information/content

When the "Distill" directive is given, the instrumentalist reduces her/his con-

tribution to whatever she/he deems most important or necessary through

(processes of) elimination. Such process of transformation will lead to a new

concentration of information.

The "Distill" directive is not associated with a previous "Develop;" rather,

it may be applied to instrumentalists' contributions such as, for instance,
"Repeat" or "Pedestrian."

ExpLanatlon

Nota bene

I
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concentration of information.
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it may be applied to instrumentalists' contributions such as, for instance,
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Cesture Left hand, index finger pointing upward, left shoulder high, making litfle
circles

To make rhythmic variations and re-arrangements on given pitches only.

when the "spin" directive is given, the jnstrumentalist re-arranges herlhis
contribution rhythmically, without altering the pitches. Response is immediate;
no downbeat is given.

si" n/Cesture Left hand, ìndex finger pointing to left ear, right hand (baton) pointing toward

the information/content to be accompanied.

To direct focus to a parlicular instrumentalist or area of sound, for support

The instrumentalìst accompanies existing designated information by suppor-

ting and or reinforcing it from a sonic (melodic, rhythmic, or harmonic) and/or

structural perspective. The instrumentalist's entry into "Accompany" is at her/

his discretion; no downbeat is given.

To Iisten to, assist, complement, the and interact in a supportive manner with

the indicated aciivity.

SLgnLftcatlon S nLficati.on

E lanationExptanatlon

@ o.
Spin Accompang
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Õ

Slgn

SlgnLficatLon

Left hand forming an arc (bridge) shape, face high, parallel to the conduc-
tor's body.

Followed by a downbeat,

To span one section into another through change.

The directive indicates a transmutational shift that is to take place in another
key or tonal center; a section or movement that the instrumentalist transitions
through modulation or harmodulation to a new tonality or tonal center.

Although attributed and connected with what precedes it, and a continuation
thereof, the "Bridge" represents noticeable change. lt is more assertive in its
exposition, development, and chorus, and it is constructed as significantly
intermediate, that is, as an arc that leads either back or forward, serving to
advance the spirit and direction of the overall construction.

Exp[anatLon

Supplementarg Note

Or\
' Bridge
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Panorðmð Nota bene 1

Nota bene 2
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n/Cesture

nifrcation

Baton parallel to body, handle in chin area, pointing downward. After the
panorama designation, the baton (or hand) is directed toward, and passed in
front of, the instrumentalists.

Presence or absence of musical contribution. To start and then stop, or to
stop and then start a contribution, when the baton or hand is direcfly in the
"physical field" between the conductor and the instrumentalist.

After the "Panorama" sign is given:

1. lf the instrumentalist is nof contributing (is at rest), she/he is required to
staft her/his contribution when the baton (or hand) enters herlhis field, and
to stop when the baton exits it. lnstrumentalists are at liberly to change the
content of their contribution each time the baton enters their field.

2. lf the instrumentalist rs contributing (is playing), she/he is required to stop
herlhis contribution when the baton (or hand) enters herlhis field, and to
resume playing when the baton exits it.

The first movement of the baton following the "panorama" designation acts
as a downbeat for the activation of the directive.

Ex LanatLon

Suppl.ementarg Note
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sl-r\
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Panorama.l: lf the "Repeat" sign is dìsplayed during the execution of the
"Panorama," the instrumentalist immediately captures one sonic contribution

and repeats the same one each time the baton enters her/his field. The con-

ductor may, subsequently, designate the repeated panorama as a "Memory"

and establish where the panorama begins by pointing to a given instrumen-

talist and gìving a downbeat.

The beginning of the "Panorama" - the "one" - can be relocated by the con-

ductor from instrumentalist to instrumentalist, so as to change the internal

rhythm of the "Panorama." The "Panorama," though, will continue to move in

the same, original direction.

"Panorama" may also be moved into a developmental stage, for instance,

through "Develop," and brought back to its original state through "Reconstruct."
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Panorama Frag m enl/Excerpt Panorðmð Hocket/Brlef
Co ntrlb utLo n s

Ð

Si.qn Baton parallelto body, handle in chin area, pointing downward

Followed by a downbeat.

To break (up) or separate existing information, utilizing space between sonic
contributions.

lf the instrumentalist rs contributing when the "panorama" sign is given and
is followed by a downbeat, she/he is required to interrupt (stop-rest) herlhis
contribution, then resume the process of starting and stopping. After the
downbeat, all entrances and exits (contributions and interruptions) are at the
discretion of the instrumentalist.

The directive "Panorama Fragment/Excerpt" is about stopping a contribution
rather than bringing it to an end.

Baton parallelto body, handle in chin area, pointing downward

Followed by a downbeat.

To make brief contributions.

lf the instrumentalist is not contributing when the "Panorama" sign is gi-

ven and is followed by a downbeat, she/he makes a brief contribution, fol-

lowed by rest, then resumes the process of starting and stopping. After the

downbeat, all entrances and exits (contributions and interruptions) are at the

discretion of the rnstrumentalist.

SignlficatLon

Explanatlon
ExpLanatLon

Nota bene
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S n /Cesture Baton parallel to the body, in front of the face; baton handre in chest area, tip
of the baton at forehead. After the sign for ,,Graphic 

rnformation,, is given, the
conductor traces visual patterns with the baton in midair.

A rear-time riterar sonic interpretation of graphic information.

Each instrumentarist is required to "read,, and interpret on their own instru_
ment the movement of the baton as it transmits graphic information and
determines phrase/form and graphic contour.

The position of the baton indicates the sonic register on the instrument: the
lower the baton, the rower the pitch on the instrument; the higher the baton,
the higher the pitch on the instrument.

After the sign for "Graphic rnformation" is given, the first movement of the
baton acts as a downbeat. when the baton stops, instrumentarists stop.

The directive shourd be executed in a space, time, and tempo that ailows for
a clear arliculation. rnstrumentarists are encouraged to use rests and space
whenever appropriate.

Sign/Cesture Left hand pointing to chest, followed by gestural illustrations of sonic/rhyth-

mic ideas.

A developmental device to initiate or transform/modify sonic information/

images through gestural suggestion/appropriation. lndicates that the instru-

mentalist is to interpret what she/he perceives in tandem with the conductor.

This sign may be used in three instances

1. Accompany Me:

lndicates that the instrumentalist is receiving new direction at the moment

the sign is given. The instrumentalist is to accompany, join, or follow the

conductor's direction or place (see, for instance, "Accelerando-Ritardando

with Baton").

2. lmaging:

lndicates that the initiation of collaborative ideas will take place, based on

the conductor's gestural suggestion. After the sign is given, the conductor
displays a visual representation/illustration of a sonic idea, which is then

elaborated on by the instrumentalists.

3. Shaping:

lndicates that the collaborative development of (an) existing sonic idea(s)

will take place. After the sign is given, the conductor gesturally captures

SiqnlficatLon SLqntfication

Exp[anatLon

ExpLanatLon

Supplementa rq Note
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S n /Cesture Baton parallel to the body, in front of the face; baton handre in chest area, tip
of the baton at forehead. After the sign for ,,Graphic 

rnformation,, is given, the
conductor traces visual patterns with the baton in midair.
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elaborated on by the instrumentalists.

3. Shaping:

lndicates that the collaborative development of (an) existing sonic idea(s)
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Supptementarg Note

(apptled to "lmaging"

and "shaping")

Nota bene

O
an

æ, ,i'$Þ_

'9.¡l';

and appropriates an existing sonic idea, then applies a visual image/
description for that same idea to be modified and/or redirected together
with instrumentalists.

The conductor, either by graphic or rhythmic contour, may initiate, modify,
elaborate, and/or embellish sonic information by making it |onger or shorter
in duration, higher or jower in pitch, softer or louder in dynamic, foreground,
mid-ground or background in depth.

"Accompany Me" may also be used to instruct designated instrumentalists
to join the conductor in executing a directive currenfly being given to other
members of the ensemble.

Furthermore, it may be used when multiple directjves are distributed among
the ensemble. ln this case, while some instrumentalists are executing a g¡-
ven directive (for instance, a "Memory" or a section of a notated work), the
conductor may address additional members of the ensemble with the ',Ac-
company Me" sign, and give them a new, different directive (for instance, a
series of "Sustains").

Crou nd /Tr ap-Sð m pLe- Loop

e

ô b

Cesture

Si.gni.ficatlon

ExpLanatLon

Nota bene

Left hand, four frngers meet thumb, at chest to chin level. Followed by the

opening of the four fingers (for electronic instruments) or by a downbeat (for

acoustic instruments).

For electronic instruments: to "trap-sample." For acoustic instruments: to
prepare to "ground." The ground is a layer of sound that may or may not be

a harmonic/enharmonic progression and that is a continuous and recurring

variation of "sound fabric."

For live samples and digital delays: to record, capture (trap/loop) general or

specific information that is then continued. For acoustic and amplified acou-

stic instruments: to instate a vamp/bed (of sound) - ostinato, ground, or any

combination thereof - that is continuous and recurring.

The activation of the directive may also be at the discretion of the instrumentalist

I I rr ir, t illr'i,]iii'r ii'r': F i",,,, , Cround/Trap-SampLe-Loop
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Cesture

SrgnificatLon

ExpLanatlon

Su Lementa Note
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Cesture A grabbing motion/gesture with the left hand ending in a fist at mid-chest
level (parallelto body), palm facing the ensemble.

Followed by a downbeat.

To make contributions (in phrases) lasting the length of a breath and brought
to an end

To create collective occurrence of individual circumstantial events

Left hand, palm facing downward at chest level, quivering and moving upward

(for an ascending arpeggio) or downward (for a descending arpeggio).

Followed by a downbeat,

The creation and production of an arpeggio. Melodic succession of tones/
pitches/notes/sounds, going either up or down, as indicated.

When the "Arpeggio" directive is given, followed by a downbeat, the

instrumentalist elaborates and embellishes whatever she/he is doing

through arpeggiation.

The rhythm and duration of the arpeggio may be determined by the conduc-

tor, or be at the discretion of the instrumentalist.

SLgnificatLon

ExpLanatlon

J . Io¡ductLort DLrectLves E rre lts lverl s

a\
an

, Event
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..1,'Cr¡nrluctlon Drrect¡res P

'Arpeggio
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PedaL/SpLðsh-Crash

Ø

CaLL and Response

ñ\V

b

::@

SLgn

SLq nlficatLon

Explanati.on

Cesture

ð

Left hand, palm facing downward in front of chest, moving up and down
from wrist,

Followed by a downbeat.

Attack and decay (diminuendo)

Pedal is an effect that can be achieved by thinking of a piano or vibraphone
with the sustain pedal down; a strong attack and a natural decay, until all
sound has diminished.

How each instrumentalist imitates and achieves this effect is dependent on
how each perceives this notion on their particular instrument.

Left hand, palm to left ear, while desìgnating the "caller" with the right hand.

Followed by a downbeat.

To establish exchanges between caller and responder.

This sign indicates that an instrumentalist will be assigned to initiate and lead

the call, while additìonal designated instrumentalists will respond to the call

for the same duration. The "Call and Response" may be activated by either

a single downbeat to the caller, or by separate downbeats to the caller and

the respondents.

Si.gnlficatLon

ExpLanatLon

Supplementarg Note

rn LN
an

Peda[/Sp [ash- [rash ' CaL[ and Response
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with the sustain pedal down; a strong attack and a natural decay, until all
sound has diminished.

How each instrumentalist imitates and achieves this effect is dependent on
how each perceives this notion on their particular instrument.

Left hand, palm to left ear, while desìgnating the "caller" with the right hand.

Followed by a downbeat.

To establish exchanges between caller and responder.

This sign indicates that an instrumentalist will be assigned to initiate and lead

the call, while additìonal designated instrumentalists will respond to the call

for the same duration. The "Call and Response" may be activated by either

a single downbeat to the caller, or by separate downbeats to the caller and

the respondents.
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Breðth
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Cesture Arms begin crossed at wrist, at waist rever, then move upward or downward.

An impulse of rising or falling phrase progression or harmodulation of motivic
elaboration and/or embellishment that stimulates crescendo, tension/intensi_
ty, cadence, and anticipation.

This directive is intended as a rong pick up, upbeat, read-in, or roil off for
rhythmic, melodic, and/or harmonic impurse progression, in anticipation of a
forthcoming event. Response is immediate; no downbeat is given.

Slqnlfiacatlon

Exptanatlon

.\ol Ionc]lctLol DLrcr,lLvr:s 3
. Breath
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The following instrument-specific directives can be applied to any other
conduction directives, so as to attain a particular manner of execution (as,
for instance, in a series of "sustains" played by stringed instruments as
"Harmonics" only).

r ?,,.la 
I i]rriiirlroi L,lr .ir-n

HarmonLcs

Siqn

SLgnLfication

Left hand, thumb and index finger forming a small "o" at chest level

To only use harmonics

Efiects/lnsir Lrme nl-Spec lrr- I-ìLrertrvps ,HarmonLcs
v- [ 0tìlll;( 1l0n lJltPtt vP\ -
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Sto ps

@

Si.gn Left hand, fingers in palm at waist level. Two fingers for double stops, three
fingers for triple stops, four fingers for quadruple stops.

To apply double, triple, quadruple stops, as indicated.Siqnlfi,catLon

N'lr 
I it lrlL tllrl []'t,ili,,i,,, S E f'f eris/lnstr L.lrri:nt,5¡tecLf rr DLr ectrvi:s

Stops

4 
r r,'{. rr ri-lr r iirrir Lr,.' Lr: ilir

VLbrðto

Left hand, fingers oscillating (fluctuating)front to back (toward palm) at shoul-

der level.

Cesture

SlgnLficatLon

rn

To apply vibrato.

.l< tr'lrrrlLrction llLri:r li,les S Eí iec ls/Lrrstr urlen t-Spi:c Líic LlLreltirres, 
vlbrato
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TremoLo

It/r

Left hand, palm facing hip, pointing downward, quivering

To produce tremolo.

\tl
\\

\sF"

Cesture

S[qnrficatlon

. k- [oncJLrctLon DLrect¡,es Fff ecis/lnsiritment.5pecLfir DirectLves

ss
, Tremolo

t-S'K L0¡llrrr lLon lJ.rcr trvcs -

Qtt,. 
i ttrtrjL r¡iilir i e rLl,L¡r I

?rzzlcato

Cesture

nificatLon

Lrl

Left hand, index finger plucking, chest to face level.

To pluck the strings.

â b

tlf e cts/i nst r u m e nt - \ pr: r i1'L{ [] |ic ( I t\r(l s . pi.zzicato
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Arco

Left hand, thumb, index, and middre fingers touching, moving right to reft at
chest level.

@W

a
cb

Cesture

Slgnification To use a bow

k. I oldtltLitr r Dir tr I ri'r:s Ëf-f r:r ts/InstrLImenI,SpecLlLr Dircr.trvr:s 
, or.o

\os
LF'pr tsll 'str unlenl \pe' .irr lìi eLli'cs,r,rr.

N
.k't--rrrLJLir fLol Diri:r tlles S

!t',. [-r¡rJLrciior L r:;,Lcol

Strum

Left hand strum/shake at neck level

To strum (play rhythm)

cba

Cesture

SLgnlftcation
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Cesture Left hand, palm facing downward, index and middle fingers moving upward
and downward, alternating, at chest level.

To trill between two pitches at a given tempo, at the discreti
instrumentalist.

ytzof The
Significati.on

@
:.krtonduction DLrectLves S Effects/lnstrument-speclfrc DuectLves 

. ar ,.,
G)Conduction DLrectlves S Etf ects/lnstrument-Speclfic DLrectLves . with Mute/wlrhour Mure

Qtn, [onductlon Lexlcon

WLth Mute /Wlthout Mute

Cesture

nlficatLon

o\

Left hand, as if with mute, putting in/taking out, at chest level

To use a mute.
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Co Forward
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SLgn

5 nlficatlon

Left hand, index finger pointing to the right.

Followed by a downbeat.

lndicates move on to the next section or phrase of a notated work,

i | ,,tonduction Duectrves
N
LN

5core-Re[¿ted DLrectLves
'60 Forward i!-)toncluction DLrectlves ! Score-Rel¿ted DLrectLves . Co Back

Qtr-l, Concluctlon LexLcon

Co Back

,^^r
, ': -.4\.:
.h- ,,>/')'.-
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t,

SLgnlftcatlon

rn

Left hand, thumb pointing to the left

Followed by a downbeat.

lndicates go back to the last section or phrase of a notated work.
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Sectlon Deslgnatlon
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SLgn

Signi"ftcatton

Left hand numerical designation (1,2,9,4, etc.), chest high

Followed by a downbeat.

lndicates go to designated section of a notated work.

Cesture Left hand, index finger touching the top of the head

Followed by a downbeat.

lndicates go to the beginning (section 1) of a notated workSLgnlfication

u-ìI I iirtL]iii lrl;l r'lLiitr ti\¡i._r Sr oie- Rcl¿ti:ll DirertLves
Si.o re- Rcl¡ lr:d LlLt ec I Lves
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Cesture Left hand, clenched fist, between head and shourder high, facing the conductor
Followed by a downbeat

lndicates go to the final section (coda) of a notated work
Signi,fication
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\ccri e-lìei¡ted DLr ectLves

Cesture Left hand, clenched fist, between head and shourder high, facing the conductor
Followed by a downbeat

lndicates go to the final section (coda) of a notated work
Signi,fication
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